Workers Organization and Development Program
(WODP)
Bureau of Labor Relations / DOLE Regional Offices

Workers Organization and Development Program (WODP) is an offshoot of the DOLE’s mandate
to strengthen the workers’ organizations as independent and active partners in national development.
WODP promotes the advancement of workers’ empowerment through the provision of accessible
information facilities, training programs and educational and technical assistance to workers
organizations, their officers, members and legitimate dependents.
The program focuses on developing the capabilities of the workers organizations towards the
promotion of trade unionism, workers empowerment and sound labor-management relations.
WODP also provides educational assistance to union officers and members of workers’ organization
including their legitimate dependent children.

Eligibility
Requirements
Coverage
For Training
 Labor
organizations
registered with
DOLE in
accordance with
Rule III and IV of
D.O. 40-03, as
amended. It
comprised of trade
union centers,
national unions,
federations, local
chapters, affiliates
and independent
unions;
 Workers
associations
registered with
DOLE in
accordance with
Sec 2 (C-D) Rule
III of D.O. 40-03,
as amended,
operating in one
or more regions
organized for
mutual aid and
protection of its
members or for
any legitimate
purpose other
than collective
bargaining; and
Registered rankand-file
employees’
organizations in
the public sector.

 Accreditation
Application form
(WODP Accreditation
Form)
 Proof of Latest
Submission of
Complete Reportorial
Requirements, as
follows:
- Latest Financial
Reports
- Updated list of
members
- Updates list of
officers
- Amended
Constitution and
By-Laws, if any
- Any other
requirements as
maybe required by
DOLE

For Scholarships

For Scholarships

 Duly accomplished
application form
 Training proposal
 Board/Organization
Resolution signed
by at least majority
of the members of
the Executive Board
with a guaranty to
provide twenty
(20%) percent
equity indicated in
the project proposal

Regular Scholarship:
 Duly accomplished
application form
 Transcript of records
from the last school
attended
 Course Curriculum
duly certified by the
school/university
registrar.
Isabelo Delos Reyes (IDR)
Scholarship:
 Duly accomplished
application form
 Copy of high school
report card or transcript
of records from the last
school attended

Accomplishment
(union members/officers trained)
Accomplishment
Year

Budget (‘000)

Target
Actual

%

Allocation

Utilization

1,800

1,855

103

P16,106

2020

1,800

396

22

P15,820

P6,998 *

2019

1,915

3,976

208

P16,883

P15,708

2018

3,075

6,084

198

P20,352

P15,807

2017

2,540

5,174

204

P27,731

P22,219

2016

2,580

4,550

176

P32,420

P21,730

2022 (Proposed)
2021
(GAA)

Note: FYs 2016, 2017 and 2019 Budgets are based on Current and Continuing Funds
*- FY 2020 budget utilization for updating

Accomplishment
(individuals provided with scholarship grants)
Accomplishment
Year

Target
Actual

%

105

115

109

2020

99

134

135

2019

146

173

119

2018

113

158

140

2017

90

131

145

2016

93

100

107

2022 (Proposed)
2021
(GAA)

Labor and Employment
Education Services (LEES)
Bureau of Labor Relations / DOLE Regional Offices

The labor education for workers and employers on their rights and responsibilities is enshrined under
Article 277 (h) of the Labor Code of the Philippines, as amended. Coined as the Labor and
Employment Education Services (LEES), the labor education program of the DOLE is proactively
used as a vital tool in achieving and maintaining a stable, just, and dynamic industrial relations. It
aims to educate workers, employers and other stakeholders on employment relations, including the
workers’ and employers’ rights

and

responsibilities

and responsible unionism, productivity,

work ethics and values, and other relevant information pertaining to labor and employment, to enable
them to become responsible partners in building harmonious labor-management relations and the
attainment of decent and productive workplaces.

In view of the “new normal” brought by the COVID-19 pandemic, the DOLE further revolutionized the
LEES to ensure that amidst the attendant mobility restrictions and necessary safety precautions,
relevant labor education is promptly delivered to its clientele. Thus, innovative solutions and strategies
have been developed and implemented to ensure the continued delivery of LEES to target
establishments and schools considering the present and future changes in prevailing conditions.
The precautionary measures implemented in the new normal stage such as “social distancing” and
“limited physical contact” pose challenges to the traditional implementation of LEES Programs which
primarily rely on the conduct of physical or classroom-type lectures to target establishments and
schools. Considering the restrictions in the conduct of LEES in target establishments and schools, the
delivery of LEES services shifted to the online delivery of LEES materials through innovative means
which shall include, but not limited to, the following:
1.

Posting of recorded informational videos on latest DOLE issuances in official websites or
pages;

2.

Conduct of live webinars or online presentations by engaging resource speakers on relevant
topics;

3.

Dissemination to clients of access to the DOLE e-Learning Portal which houses special eLearning Courses on different subject matters relative to labor and employment.

For better service delivery and in ensuring that DOLE’s clients are aware of their rights,
responsibilities, options, as well as the various programs and services offered by the Department, the
DOLE continues to revolutionize its labor education program taking into consideration global
concerns, expanding clientele, modernizing technology and evolving world of work.

Eligibility
Coverage


Organized and unorganized rank-and-file employees



Labor federations/trade union centers



Middle and lower managers and supervisors



Individual and employer groups



Graduating students (including vocational/technical)

Accomplishment
(workers, employers, and students reached)
Accomplishment
Year

Budget (‘000)

Target
Actual

%

Allocation

1,090,711

447%

P646

Utilization

2022
2021

243,953

(GAA)

2020

441,691

671,450

152

P646

7***

2019

441,529

771,600

175

P841

P840

2018

434,234

655,853

151

P841

P841

2017

323,040

495,384

153

Included in
BLR’s Budget

2016

318,103

421,917

133

FYs 2016, 2017 and 2019 Budgets are based on Current and Continuing Funds
*- FY 2020 budget utilization is based on Current Appropriations as of September 30, 2020 preliminary data; for updating

Tripartite and Social Dialogue
Bureau of Labor Relations / DOLE Regional Offices

Tripartism is declared as a State policy in labor-management relations. Thus, workers and employers
shall, as far as practicable, be represented in decision, consultative and policy-making bodies of the
Department of Labor and Employment (DOLE). This approach of ensuring that stakeholders’
concerns and inputs are considered promotes greater integration of objectives, means and circulation
and processing of information.
Tripartism and social dialogue is exercised through the Tripartite Industrial Peace Council (TIPC),
whether national or local, including industry tripartite councils (ITCs). Lodged with the DOLE, the TIPC
was created in 1990, through Executive Order No. 403, as the main consultative mechanism and
advisory body of the social partners—workers, employers and government—on labor and
employment concerns. The TIPC has evolved and expanded to include all interested labor groups for
an inclusive social dialogue. Organized at the national, regional, provincial, city and municipal, and
industry levels (ITCs), tripartite councils were institutionalized through the enactment of Republic Act
No. 10395 or the Tripartism Law on 14 March 2013.

For tripartism to be optimal, the TIPC functions as an institution for:
1. monitoring the full implementation and compliance by concerned sectors with provisions of all
tripartite instruments, including international conventions, codes of conduct, and social
accords;

2. participating in national, regional or industry-specific tripartite conferences which the
President or the Secretary of Labor and Employment may call from time to time;

3. reviewing existing labor, economic and social policies and to evaluate local and international
developments affecting them;

4. formulating for submission to the President or Congress, tripartite views, recommendations
and proposals on labor, economic and social concerns including the presentation of tripartite
positions on relevant bills pending in Congress;

5. advising the Secretary of Labor and Employment in the formulation or implementation of
policies and legislation affecting labor and employment;

6. serving as a communication channel and a mechanism for undertaking join programs among
government, workers, employers and their organizations toward enhancing labormanagement relations; and

7. adopting its own program of activities and rules, consistent with development objectives.

Meanwhile, industry tripartite councils (ITCs) draft and review policies rules and regulations on labor
and employment, promotion of productivity improvement programs, decent work principles and serve
as sounding board on industry issues particularly in Key Employment Generators (KEGs).
Amidst the “new normal” brought by the COVID-19 pandemic, the DOLE recognizes the relevance
and importance of tripartism and social dialogue. The crisis brought by the pandemic was
unprecedented which highlights the need of continuous dialogue to ensure that all sectoral partners
and stakeholders are consulted as part of policy and decision-making processes of the Department.
All DOLE Regional Offices likewise ensure the continuous operationalization of tripartite councils
lodged with them through innovative means, such as the conduct of online meetings and/or
consultations using online platforms i.e. Zoom cloud, in lieu of activities requiring physical or face-toface interactions considering the restrict on mobilities and mass gatherings. Procedural matters, such
as declaration of quorum and adoption of resolutions, among others, remain to be governed by the
constitution and by-laws of the respective tripartite councils, or in the absence of such, by DOLE
Department Order No. 140, s. 2014 and the TIPC Working Procedures.

Eligibility
Coverage

Requirements



Labor groups



Employer sector



Government sector



Women



Youth



Formal and
informal sector



Most representative organization (organization of
employers and /or workers of inclusive membership and
active engagement in tripartite consultations

Accomplishment
(ITCs established)
Accomplishment
Year

Budget (‘000)

Target
Actual

Allocation

Utilization

5 policies issued, 62
RTIPC Resolutions
evaluated

P5,426

2020

8 resolutions adopted

P5,330

P3,578*

2019

35 Resolutions
submitted by RTIPC,
evaluated by NTIPC

P5,727

P5,631

194

P7,546

P7,273

2017

298

P7,546

P7,192

2016

297

2022
2021

2018

4 policies

strengthening

*- FY 2020 budget utilization is based on Current Appropriations as of September 30, 2020 preliminary data; for updating

